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“WITH GREAT POWER, THERE MUST ALSO
COME--GREAT RESPONSIBILITY!”
WHEN PETER PARKER WAS BITTEN BY A RADIOACTIVE SPIDER, GRANTING
HIM THE POWERS THAT HE WOULD USE AS THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, PETER
NEGLECTED TO HEED THIS ADAGE, RESULTING IN PERSONAL TRAGEDY. FROM
THAT POINT ON, HE VOWED TO NEVER USE HIS POWERS IRRESPONSIBLY.
BUT WHAT IF A TWIST OF FATE SHOWED PETER A
DIFFERENT WAY TO LOOK AT RESPONSIBILITY?
WHAT IF HE SAW ANOTHER METHOD TO
PROTECT HIS LOVED ONES?

WHAT IF…
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ordinarily, the bite of
steatoda nobilis, the
“false widow,” results
in local irritation.

add a huge dose
of radiation, a
poor, orphaned
high school
science nerd…

…and the
“irritation” expands
exponentially with
unpredictable
ramifications.

the effects
last a
lifetime.

some lifetimes
are longer
than others.

WHAT |F

PETER PARKER

BECAME THE

soon after the bite’s
effects manifested,
opportunities presented
themselves.

PUN|SHER?

opportunities
to turn my
life around.
,

CARL POTTS • JUANAN RAM|REZ
RACHELLE ROSENBERG • VC’s TRAV|S LANHAM
Dedicated to the memory of the late, great STEVE D|TKO.

showmanship?
he hadn’t seen
anything yet.

with that act
of yours, I can
make us a fortune
on tv! play up that
mask act. it’s great
showmanship!

I designed a
costume and
web-shooters
reflecting what
I’d absorbed
from that
spider.

peter?

oh, hi,
aunt may,
uncle ben!

you
looked a little
tired, peter, so
we brought you
some crackers
and milk.

ben and may were the
only ones who had
ever been kind to me.
money was always tight,
but they stretched
to keep me in science
books and equipment.

after the first few talk show appearances, everyone
wanted a piece of the guy who was as much
arachnid as man--and that meant real income.

the rest of the
world could
go hang.

now that I had the power to return
the favor, I’d see to it aunt may and
uncle ben would always be happy.

peter parker? sorry to
have to inform you that
your uncle was shot,
killed by a burglar
he surprised in
the house.

and like that,
my world
came crashing
down.

instead of
comforting my aunt,
I rushed to the old
warehouse where the
police had the killer
surrounded.

stop! thief!
don’t let him
get to the
elevator!

sorry,
pal…that’s
your
job!

and that
made all the
difference.

gotta
hold ‘em off
until the moon
goes down. then
I oughta be
able to slip
away in the
dark.

was that
really that
spider-man
guy from
tv?

what
the--?!

that was the first
time the spidersense kicked in…

…warning me
of imminent
danger.

you!
the man I’d
let escape
backstage.

if I can
just get
close enough
for a pic, this'll
be front-page
material!

all my fault. I had
the power to prevent
ben’s murder and
couldn’t be bothered.

what
the hell
are--

--you…

never
again.

